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What are Mind Maps?     
 

Mind Maps are visual diagrams used to represent words, ideas or tasks. 
They are made up of words, colours, lines and pictures linked to and 
arranged around a central key image or word. 
 

Why use Mind Maps? 
 
Mind Maps are a way of visually recording information. It is known that 
children with ASD are visually stronger and prefer to learn through visual 
means. 
 
Mind Maps are an effective and simple way to help the child record 
information, thus facilitating understanding storage and retrieval. 
They can be utilised in school to help the child understand things better, 
remember them well, take notes more easily and come up with brilliant 
ideas. 
 

Aim of Mind Maps 

• To make associations between words therefore strengthening the 
meaning links between these words 

• To improve classification and organisation of material 
• Link ideas together, helping the child to remember more 

information about a specific topic 
• To facilitate retrieval of information 
• Generation of ideas 
• To help with schoolwork and in exams 

 

How do Mind Maps help children with ASD? 

The visual picture of the connections between words is clear that that 
the child can see how ideas fit together. Mind Maps work for children 
with ASD because they utilise one of the child’s strengths i.e. they are 
visual learners. 
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Mind Maps allow for a lot of information to be displayed so they help the 
child to see the ‘whole picture.’ This can lead to improved storage of 
information and better recall as the information is clearly presented. 

How to draw a Mind Map 

 

Mind Maps work by asking the child to draw his own map of a topic in any 
way that is meaningful to him. Colours and pictures must be used as much 
as possible! 

1. A central image is drawn in the middle of the page that represents 

the main topic; this should contain a picture and can have words. 

2. From this image, thick branches are drawn on which the main ideas 

for the topic are written. Each branch should be a different colour. 

3. Name each of the main ideas and draw a little picture beside them 

4. From each of these branches other connected branches are drawn 

that contain additional information about the topic/subject. 

Useful Resources: 

Buzan, T., (2003). MindMaps for kids: The shortcut to success at school. 
Harper Collins. London. 

Website: 

http://www.buzanworld.com/Mind_Maps 

Material for this handout was adapted from: Elks, E. and McLachlan, H., 2009. Language Builders for 
Verbal ASD. Elklan. 
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